Abstract: Surface area estimation is a widely used tool for resource evaluation in the physical world. When processing large scale spatial data, the input/output (I/O) can easily become the bottleneck in parallelizing the algorithm due to the limited physical memory resources and the very slow disk transfer rate. In this paper, we proposed a stream tilling approach to surface area estimation that first decomposed a spatial data set into tiles with topological expansions. With these tiles, the one-to-one mapping relationship between the input and the computing process was broken. Then, we realized a streaming framework towards the scheduling of the I/O processes and computing units. Herein, each computing unit encapsulated a same copy of the estimation algorithm, and multiple asynchronous computing units could work individually in parallel. Finally, the performed experiment demonstrated that our stream tilling estimation can efficiently alleviate the heavy pressures from the I/O-bound work, and the measured speedup after being optimized have greatly outperformed the directly parallel versions in shared memory systems with multi-core processors.
Introduction
In the context of the Spatial Big Data (SBD), various dataintensive and computation-intensive operations often involve heavy pressures on the Input and Output (I/O). This can lead to the exposure of slow I/O processes and then impede the performance improvement when processing a large scale spatial data set. According to the well-known Amdahl's law, the part of the program that cannot be parallelized will become the constraints for boosting the performance [1] . This law has demonstrated that
where, a is the proportion of the computing time, n is the number of processors. Obviously, if the value of (1-a) is equal to zero, i.e., the algorithm is fully parallelized, a maximum speed can be obtained, i.e., (s=n). If a is equal to zero, i.e., the algorithm cannot be parallelized. In this case, a minimum speedup can be obtained, i.e., s=1. For example, if a is equal to 50%, the final speedup will be less than 2. As noted by Hill and Marty, more attentions should be paid on how to alleviate the serial bottleneck when optimizing the algorithms in the multi-core era [2] . Surface area provides a more accurate estimation of the land area, and there are many reasons to know the true surface area of the landscapes, especially in landscape analysis [3] . For example, Bowden et al. found that ratio estimators of Mexican spotted owl population size were more precise using a version of this surface area ratio than with planimetric area [4] . In the real world, topography surface is undulating, and the surface area of a region is not only related to the size of the projection area, but also the terrain and slope of the region, so it is necessary to combine with the undulating elevation data, i.e., the Digital Elevation Model (DEM) data. Measuring the surface area of land covers plays an important role in precisely monitoring the land cover changes to reveal the erosion and evolution, the ecological transition, the process of industrialization, the micro-environmental variation and so on.
However, the computational complexity and intensity of the estimation are very high due to the very heavy loads both on the CPU resources and the disk I/O processes. To boost the performance of the surface area estimation, this paper designed a novel method to spatial decomposition which could partition the vector data into spatial tiles with topological expansions. By this way, the spatial locality of the vector features in computation was well preserved. A streaming computing framework was further designed and implemented, which could overlap the I/O processes and multiple computing units encapsulating the copies of the surface area estimation. Finally, two demonstrating experiments were performed individually in order to systematically compare the conventional parallel approach and the proposed streaming version.
Background
When processing large volume of datasets, most popular methods for exploiting the parallelism are to decompose the computational process into multiple independent subprocesses, and then each sub-process only reads and processes a small part of the entire dataset. In other words, the data parallelism can be exploited in a divide and conquer way [5] . However, when multiple sub-processes simultaneously read or write the data, the computing resources often lie in an idle state. Typically, for the widely used high end workstations which equip multicore processors, the developers often fail to coordinate the I/O and the computing resources. In most cases, these machines provide limited physical memory resources compared with the volume of the spatial dataset (from dozens of Giga Bytes to Tera Bytes, or even more). Obviously, loading the entire dataset into the main memory is infeasible. At the same time, the I/O processes often consume a large proportion of the entire processing time. In brief, slow access ability does not match the rapidly growing computing power, and this performance constraint has become a common problem in spatial computing.
Stream Computing
Moore's law suggests that the performance of chips is roughly doubled every two years [6] . Over the past half a century, computing has, famously, increased in potency. However, the power and cooling requirements are beyond that of the faster clock frequency, and growth of the CPU performance begin to slow down. Fortunately, the emergency of the multi-core processors has to some degree delayed the end of the Moore's law. Unfortunately, the hard disk speed in the past several years has only gained moderate improvements, and this leads to the huge gap between the high performance computing and the sequential I/O performance [7] . Although the emergency of the Solid Disk and Phase Change Memory has alleviated this problem, this gap has not been merged fundamentally. In other words, a newly designed storage system is urgently demanded for targeting at the data processing procedure [8] .
In such a situation, stream computing provides a new way for conquering this problem in the software level.
As suggested by Stephens [9] , stream processing system is composed of a collection of separate but communicating processes that receive stream data as input and produce stream data as output. In contrast with batch processing, stream computing views the data as a sequence of elements made available overtime, allowing elements to be processed one by one rather than in large batches [10, 11] , and this mode may be a good fit for modern generalpurpose processors [12] . Stream computing is a potential way for solving this problem, and four requirements related with designing an algorithm in multi-core architectures should be met [13, 14] :
(1) Sequential data access: the data should be organized and accessed as a stream of sequential data elements. (2) Linear execution: the operations on the input data stream should be orderly organized, and driven to work in the pipeline mode. (3) Locality: the operating range for each data element should only cover a limited elements set, i.e., data elements located in the remote areas should not been accessed. (4) Memory recycling: the memory space consumed by each data element must be recycled to be reused for the next element to cope with the large volume of dataset in the main memory.
Related Spatial Processing
Some related work has demonstrated the advantages of using the streaming computation to exploit or create spatial coherence to process the large scale spatial data set. Isenburg et al. used stream computing to redesign the existing incremental Delaunay triangulation implementations [15] . Before triangulating the huge data set of points, the space was previously decomposed into small regions. Then a stream of input points with finalization tags was augmented, and each finalization tag indicated whether a topological point in the last region could be used for the future computation. Furthermore, the TIN (Triangulated Irregular Network) Streaming was also used in Digital Elevation Model (DEM) generation [16] . In addition, Wu et al. further optimized the streaming triangulation by partitioning the input points into non-overlapped blocks and then triangulating each block with divide and conquer Delaunay triangulation, instead of the incremental algorithm [13] . Guan et al. further exploited the thread level parallelism of multi-core platforms in generating DEM from massive air-borne LiDAR point clouds [17] . Herein, the raw point clouds were partitioned into overlapped blocks; then these discrete blocks were interpolated concurrently on parallel pipelines. On the interpolation run, intermediate results were sorted and finally merged into an integrated DEM. Besides, stream computation was also used in seamless building reconstruction from huge aerial LiDAR point sets by storing data as stream files on hard disk [18] . Kang et al. decomposed the point clouds into overlapping blocks with some distance expansions, and then take advantage of multi-core computing facilities to speed up the progressive TIN densification (PTD) filter [19] . The above work focused on how to decompose the huge point dataset into an organized data stream, and then process each data element continuously. As the point type is a typical category structure of vector data, each point only represents a spatial location without complex shapes. As a matter of fact, more sophisticated data structures are frequently used in spatial computing. In most cases, the vector objects maintain not only the location feature, but also the arbitrary shapes and their topological relations. Therefore, only using the locations and distance relations among the points is insufficient in decomposing spatial data, and the complex vector objects (such as the lines and polygons) and their topological relations should also be considered in optimizing the overlay-based surface area estimation.
In our proposed method, the key lies in how to decompose the input data into organized streaming elements, and then efficiently coordinate the data accesses and the estimation computing.
Methods
Generally, it involves two steps to parallelize a spatial algorithm: to decompose the data (spatial decomposition) and to schedule the tasks (task scheduling) [20] [21] [22] .
Overlay-Based Surface Area Estimation
There were a variety of methods in the literature for measuring terrain irregularity. Hobson described some early computational methods for estimating surface area and discussed the concept of surface area ratios [23] . Beasom et al. described a method for estimating land surface ruggedness based on the intersections of sample points and contour lines [24] , and Jenness described a similar method based on measuring the density of contour lines [3] . Mandelbrot et al. described the concept of "fractal dimension" in which the dimension of an irregular surface lies between 2 and 3 [25] , and a series of publications discussed a variety of methods for estimating the fractal dimension for a landscape [26, 27] . Surface area derived with this method would, therefore, be unduly influenced by adjacent cells. In addition, Xue et al. used the continuous TIN to calculate the surface area, and further reduced the bias in estimation, which was resulted from the random errors in the DEM data [28] . Actually, the above methods can provide an approximate value for a regional area through the DEM data. However, to obtain the exact value of an area enclosed by a polygon, spatial overlay of the DEM layer and the polygon layer should be performed. Moreover, to cope with large scale datasets characterized by millions of polygons and high precision DEM, high performance computing (HPC) must be used.
Overlay-based method was proposed in this paper by overlapping the vector polygons with the digital elevation DEM dataset and then calculating the exact area of each polygon that covered the corresponding DEM cells. For the polygon layer, the calculation of the surface area contained four steps: (1) to read the coordinates that constituted a polygon and the raster cells with same scope to the bounding box of this polygon; (2) for each polygon, to find the intersecting DEM cells and calculate the partial area from each cell; (3) to sum up the partial areas to form the total area for each polygon; and (4) to continue step 1-3 until all the polygons had been processed. The details on how to calculate the surface area of a polygon covered the input, computation and output, and the algorithm was listed in Table 1 . Figure 1 shown the steps when overlaying a vector polygon with the corresponding DEM data set. The overlay operation was performed by repeating the above steps for all the polygons in the vector layer. For the focused row (the third line from the top), grid regions and black regions after sub-division should be included and excluded, respectively. 
Spatial Decomposition
Problems involving massive amounts of geometric data are ubiquitous in spatial databases [29] . To deal with a very huge dataset in HPC environment, a special strategy that partitions the data into sub-areas should be firstly used. Herein, each sub-area only contains a small amount of geometries, and then different sub-areas can be simultaneously processed. Moreover, the geometries within the same sub-areas are close related, and this is because these geometries often partly share the same DEM ranges. In addition, the geometries across different boundaries should also be handled.
Spatial Locality in Surface Area Estimation
Locality is a fundamental characteristic in the field of geography, which means that a certain location is influenced by its surrounding environment and thus can be theoretically understood from the first law of geography (i.e., everything is related to everything else, but close things are more related than distant things [30] ). With a further suggestion from Chaowei Yang et al., this fundamental spatial principle could be used to optimize the distributed computing [31] . Herein, the locality is the fundamental factor that determines whether a decomposing method is reasonable, and the computation in each partitioning domain should be provided with enough data to complete a subtask. Overlay-based surface area estimation assumed that each polygon and the DEM layer should be both provided.
As a matter of fact, the DEM ranges for topologically adjacent polygons were mutually overlapped, as shown in Figure 2 . Therefore, the calculations of the adjacent polygons would inevitably cause repeated reading of the DEM data. In general, most decomposing methods partitioned the 2-D or 3-D space into multiple sub-spaces, and each sub-space could be individually processed. For the vector data, topological relations are often the basis for data processing, and the adjacent vector objects are often closely related and thus should be grouped into the same subsets. To partition the spatial domain covered by vector objects, kinds of decomposing methods had been used. Specifically, related methods could be divided into four classes [32] : (1) approaches based on the minimum bounding rectangles, such as B-tree [33] , R-Tree [34] ; (2) disjoint decompositions, such as R+Tree [35] , cell tree [36] ; (3) uniform grid approaches [37] ; and (4) quadtree-based approaches [38] . The first two classes of approaches depended more on the data, and had been widely used in spatial queries, but not applicable to the grouping and spatial operations, such as the union operation [32] . Instead, the last two classes of methods could be used in settheoretic operations, such as union operation, intersection operation, difference operation, etc. The third class of methods used a regular grid to decompose the spatial domain, and thus produced a series of equal-sized blocks. The fourth class of methods continuously partitioned the space into four equal quadrants, until each quadrant only contained a certain amount of geometries. In comparison, uniform grid decomposition was easier to implement and could enable us to focus on handling the boundary geometries. More importantly, the produced equal-sized blocks were more suitable for a streaming framework.
When the data were decomposed into numerous tiles, a low level physical memory usage would be realized. In other words, the large scale data set became feasible for the limited memory space in a commodity workstation. In addition, if different spatial tiles had no mutual dependence, multiple computing processes could be asynchronously executed in parallel. Therefore, there was no need to wait between multiple processes.
Topology-Preserving Assignment Based on Spatial Index
For the spatial operations based on the topological relationships, the objects locating at the boundary needed special handling, i.e., the boundary object handling. In spatial joint query, the commonly used methods involved Multiple Assignment (MA) and Multiple Matching (MM) [39, 40] . MA assigned an boundary crossing object to multiple decomposing domains that related to this object; while MM only assigned this object to one domains, and obviously one object might appear in multiple domains in spatial joint query [41] . Obviously, MA could be easily used in spatial joint query, but the locality might be destroyed, and therefore the matching relations should be first established in stream processing in order to ensure the integrity of the data. In the proposed approach, the domain was firstly decomposed into a series of adjacent tiles, and each tile corresponds to a block of DEM data. Then, an R-tree spatial index was used to accelerate the searching speed for the geometries within a tile range, and an open source spatial indexing package called libspatialindex (http:// libspatialindex.github.iso/) was integrated. For each tile range bounded by the DEM block, spatial range query could quickly locate the intersecting polygons. All the result polygons from the query should be recorded, as shown in Figure 3 . Herein, MA was adopted to expand the data tiles, and these expansions could preserve the topological locality of the objects near the tile boundaries. Figure 3 showed four decomposing domains (P1, P2, P3, and P4). To build the matching relations, each object was assigned to at least one tile. For example, the object b was simultaneously assigned to tile P1 and P4; while the object f was simultaneously assigned to tile P2, P3 and P4. In summary, there were four group of objects: P1 (a, b, c, d) g, P4 (b, c, h, i) .
The polygons that were topologically contained in a tile could be directly calculated, such as the polygon a located in tile P1. Otherwise, only partial area topologically within the tiles should be considered. For the polygons that located on the tile boundaries, each tile could only be used for calculating a partial of the corresponding area, 
Streaming Schedule Framework
With the above decomposing method, a streaming schedule algorithm was designed that could overlap the computing processes and the I/O accesses. The streaming schedule process involved three modules, a reader, a writer, and multiple computing units that could be simultaneously executed. The reader took charge of continuously reading data from the data source, and organized them into a stream of data tiles. Then, these tiles were transferred to the subsequent computing units for processing. After that, the result for each tile would be directed to the writer, and then dumped to the disk. The whole process worked in a fixed order, i.e., reader → computing units → writer, as shown in Figure 4 .
With the above decomposing method, each tile corresponded to a tile of DEM data and a group of polygons. The DEM data and the polygons were considered as the input for the streaming schedule framework, and the overlaybased surface area estimation was encapsulated into a series of computing units. Each polygon completely con-tained in a tile could be independently used for calculation, while the boundary-crossing polygons would be used for multiple tiles. Each computing unit maintained a list of results in a form of key-value pair which could label each polygon and its partial or the entire area in the outputting process. In computation, the reader played a role of producer, and it took charges of producing data tiles and pushing them into the input data queue which worked in a First In First Out (FIFO) manner. Each computing unit played a double role of both producer and the consumer: (1) getting the data elements from the input queue and processing each one, and (2) pushing the tile results into the output queue. Finally, the writer played a role of consumer, and it took charges of summing the results according to polygon keys. Before executing the procedure, the entire dataset should be regularly partitioned, and organized into a continuous data stream.
Results and Discussion
The overlay-based surface area estimation has been widely used in the Geographical Conditions Monitoring Project [42] in China. About 260 million land cover polygons that completely cover the country have been calculated on the 10-meter DEM data once a year, and the huge time cost should be reduced. For example, in a cluster computing environment with 30 computers, each computer would consume about 13 days with the serial estimation. In other words, the accumulated processing time would be more than 400 days. To validate our proposed method, we conducted two individual experiments in two different environments for investigating the adaptability, performance improvement and the memory utilization. The first experiment was to measure the adaptability of the approach on polygons with extreme heterogeneity, while the second one was to test the performance on a very large dataset. In the near future, we will also explore ways to facilitate the approach under a cluster environment.
Experiment on the Adaptability

Experiment Environment and Dataset
The first experiment was conducted on a workstation running Microsoft Windows 7 (×64) with a Six-Core Intel Xeon E5-1650 (3.50 GHz in each core), 16 GB DDR4-2133 RAM and a 1 TB hard disk. Moreover, hyper-threading technology made a single physical processor appear as two logical processors, and OpenMP was used for thread-level parallelism. The program was compiled with the Intel C++ compiler.
An extremely complex vector dataset from Huazhou City, Guangdong Province, China ( Figure 5 ) was selected. The data layer covered about 2356 square kilometers, and many kinds of land parcels such as farm lands, garden lands, grass lands, buildings and roads, were randomly distributed in the area. The total number of these parcels was 198002. In terms of the geometry shapes, most of these parcels were very complex polygons with distorted boundaries and inner holes. From the spatial distribution, these parcels were extremely fragmented and skewed. To support the surface area estimation, a DEM dataset with 10-meter resolution was used.
Results
In this experiment, we compared the algorithms of streaming version and the traditional parallel version on each class of land parcels. To test the adaptability, the tile size was set to 5000 (meters) × 5000 (meters) and 12 threads were all used. Thus, each tile would correspond to a block of DEM data with 500 (rows) × 500 (columns). To ensure the accuracy, each observed value was given according to the mean value of three repeated tests. As shown in Table 2 was the computing time for different classes of land parcels.
Herein, the speedup for each class of land parcels in non-streaming and streaming processing was calculated according the ratio of the parallel time to the serial time. While the efficiency improvement was calculated according to the ratio of the saved time to time used in nonstreaming processing. Furthermore, the total speedup was calculated according to the ratio of the parallel time used in streaming manner to the serial time in non-streaming manner. Obviously, in a non-streaming manner, the parallel efficiencies for different classes of land parcels were different, which was mainly due to the differences in terms of polygon complexity. As the wood lands, roads and waters were usually constrained with arbitrary shapes constituted by very dense coordinates, the processing time were mainly consumed in the computation instead of I/O processes. Therefore, a higher speedup ratio could be easily obtained in parallel environment. In comparison, the buildings, constructed bodies, desert lands and other land parcels were often simple polygons with sparse coordinates. In the non-streaming manner, lower computational loads would bring very limited efficiency improvements through parallelization considering the huge I/O consumption. While in the streaming manner, the I/O consumption could be further reduced by overlapping it with the computation. Therefore, a further improvement could be realized. In addition, a comprehensive test for all the land parcels was also conduced to measure the entire efficiency in the streaming manner, as shown in Table 3 .
When all the land parcels were merged into a complete polygon layer, spatial decomposition could be accomplished once for all the land parcels. Under this situation, repeated I/O could be further reduced. Therefore, an ideal speedup was realized when a few of threads were allocated in Table 3 . Physically, overlapping of CPU and 
Experiment on the Performance
Experiment Environment and Dataset
The second experiment was conducted on a workstation running Microsoft Windows 7 (×64) with two Six-Core Intel Xeon E5645 (2.40 GHz in each core), 64 GB DDR3-1333 RAM and a 2 TB hard disk. The test data utilized the vector slope data and the DEM data from Zhuzhou City, Hunan Province, China (Figure 6 ), and data range was (112.962W, 27.207S, 113.359E, 28.028N). The polygon layer contained 8933891 polygons. The DEM data was resampled into 1 meter from 10 meters, in order to expose the I/O bottleneck, and the counts of the columns and rows of the DEM dataset were 79375 and 167613, respectively, occupying about 49.5 GB. In Figure 6 , the left was the overlapped layers, and the right was the partial enlarged drawing of a small window in the left. In general, most of polygons had very complex shapes, and a river went across even the entire range.
Results
From the perspective of time and memory usage, the test compared the algorithms of streaming version and the traditional parallel version. Table 4 showed the time usage for the tiles with different sizes; Table 5 showed the corresponding physical memory usage. According to Table 4 , in the non-streaming manner, the speedup from parallel version algorithm was about 6.8. Due to the low efficiency of I/O operations, the observed speedup was limited to a further improvement. Under the same hardware environment, the streaming version algorithm achieved an obviously optimized result. With the proposed streaming schedule, algorithms from serial version and parallel version were realized and tested. For the serial version, the streaming engine allocated three independent threads to account for reading data, calculating surface area, and writing (summing) the results. Herein, the size of the schedule queue was set to 2, in order to avoid the waiting phenomena between the CPU and I/O resources. Physically, overlapping of CPU and I/O also exploited the parallelism in computation. In comparison with the non-streaming serial version, the time used could be reduced by about 50 percent. While the streaming parallel version could reduce about 40 percent of the time in comparison with the non-streaming parallel version.
A further test was also given for analyzing the data throughput in two manners. As shown in Table 6 was the disk reading reduction. In comparison, the amount of the data to be accessed in non-streaming manner was many times the input DEM data set; while in the streaming manner, the accessed data was only slightly more than the inputting DEM data. In addition, the amount of the data to be accessed showed a decreased trend along with the tile size increased. On the whole, very low disk throughout was observed in the streaming manner, and this contributed to the high reduction in data reading and the significant improvement in efficiency in Table 4 .
Discussions
According to the results, non-streaming parallelism provided an effective way for boosting the performance in estimating the surface-area. Through comparing different hardware environments, it can be concluded that more computing threads contribute to a better performance improvement. However, the speedup obtained from multicore environment is very limited due to the intractable I/O consumption. In fact, the deeper reason lies in the slow I/O accesses. Moreover, this problem will get worsen due to the random distribution of the irregular polygons, which can easily incur a heterogeneous distribution of the computational loads for different polygons and repetitive accesses for the same range of DEM data set. In addition, huge memory consumption and even bad allocation may occur when processing large scale datasets. On the whole, the slow I/O processes make up a large portion of the total time, and this is consistent with the Amdahl's law.
To solve these problems in a streaming manner, the experimental datasets were firstly decomposed into tiles and the topological relations between the tile boundaries and the polygons were built. Herein, each tile range corresponded to a small tile of DEM data and a group of intersecting polygons, which together constituted the input of a computing unit. Through a streaming schedule based on the producer-(consumer/producer)-consumer, the processing time was reduced sharply in comparison with the non-streaming approach. Moreover, the parallel efficiency had gained a further improvement, and the speedup was nearly double that in non-streaming manner. In addition, the experimental results also indicated that an adjustable tile size could maintain a very low memory usage in the streaming manner. With the increase of the tile size, the costs of the scheduling could be reduced, and the speedup would increase accordingly. However, the memory usage would also increase sharply. Therefore, an appropriate tile size should be set by referencing the physical memory space in the workstation.
According to the testing results, using the streaming schedule to optimize the surface area estimation has three obvious advantages: First, a better adaptability can be accomplished when processing complex polygons in different hardware environments; second, the streaming estimation has a more satisfactory serial efficiency, parallel efficiency, and total speedup, in comparison with the nonstreaming manner. Third, very high memory usage in computation can be reduced to an affordable level.
Conclusions
In the field of GIS, surface area is a widely used tool for measuring kinds of geographical phenomena. However, the extremely high complexity has impeded the wide application of this measurer. In this paper, a stream tilling approach which involved a decomposing strategy preserving the spatial locality and a streaming framework overlapping the computation and I/O accesses was designed and implemented. The overlay-based surface area estimation was then transformed into a streaming version, which could well coordinate the input data stream, the computation and the output data stream. According to the demonstrating experiments, the streaming estimation has a more satisfactory computing efficiency in comparison with the non-streaming version. At the same time, the memory usage in computation is very low and therefore can be used for processing large scale spatial data in a shared memory system.
Amdahl's Law governs the speedup of using parallel processors on a problem versus using only one serial processor. The proposed stream tilling approach presents a novel way for conquering the data-intensive applications. It is no doubt that other spatial analysis algorithms will also benefit from the proposed approach in the near future.
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